
exhibit
1. [ıgʹzıbıt] n

1. экспонат
2. показ, экспозиция; выставка

a travelling exhibit - передвижная выставка
exhibit hall - выставочный зал
exhibit rack - выставочный стенд /-ая витрина/
exhibits office - отдел по организации выставок
the British exhibit at the World Fair - английский павильон на всемирной выставке
to hold an exhibit of arms and armour - устроить выставку оружия и рыцарских доспехов

3. юр. вещественное доказательство
exhibit A - а) основное вещественное доказательство; б) самый убедительный довод; наглядная демонстрация (чего-л. )
examination of exhibits - осмотр вещественных доказательств

2. [ıgʹzıbıt] v
1. показывать, обнаруживать, проявлять

to exhibit bravery - проявить мужество
he exhibited his ignorance - он показал /обнаружил/ своё невежество
the coast exhibited an unbroken line of cliffs - берег представлял собой цепь отвесных скал

2. 1) выставлять, экспонировать, показывать (на выставке )
to exhibit paintings [flowers] - экспонировать картины [цветы]
to exhibit goods in a shop-window - выставлять товары в витрине
to exhibit before the public - представить на всеобщее обозрение; открыть (галерею и т. п. ) для публики

2) участвовать в выставке, выставляться
this artist exhibits in all art galleries - этот художник выставляется /выставляетсвои картины/ во всех картинных галереях

3. предъявлять, представлять
to exhibit a charge - выдвинуть /предъявить/ обвинение
representatives who haveexhibited their full powers - представители, предъявившие свои полномочия

4. юр. представлять вещественное доказательство
5. мед. давать, вводить, применять (лекарство и т. п. )

the patient should fast before chlorophorm is exhibited - хлороформдаётся больному натощак

Apresyan (En-Ru)

exhibit
ex·hibit AW [exhibit exhibits exhibited exhibiting ] verb, noun BrE [ɪɡˈzɪbɪt]

NAmE [ɪɡˈzɪbɪt]

verb
1. transitive, intransitive to show sth in a public place for people to enjoy or to give them information

• ~ sth (at/in…) They will be exhibiting their new designs at the trade fairs.
• Only one painting was exhibited in the artist's lifetime.
• ~ (at/in…) He exhibits regularly in local art galleries.

2. transitive ~ sth (formal) to show clearly that you haveor feel a particular feeling, quality or ability

Syn:↑display

• The patient exhibited signs of fatigue and memory loss.
Verb forms :

 
Word Origin :
late Middle English (in the sense ‘submit for consideration’, also ‘present a document as evidence in court’): from Latin exhibit-
‘held out’, from the verbexhibere, from ex- ‘out’ + habere ‘hold’ .
 
Example Bank :

• He longed for the chance to exhibit his work publicly.
• He exhibits regularly in several local art galleries.
• Only one painting was exhibited in the artist's lifetime.
• The three novels exhibit a growing confidence in the author's use of language.
• They will be exhibiting their new designs at the trade fairs this spring.

 
noun
1. an object or a work of art put in a public place, for example a museum, so that people can see it

• The museum contains some interesting exhibits on Spanish rural life.
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2. a thing that is used in court to prove that sb is guilty or not guilty
• The first exhibit was a knife which the prosecution claimed was the murder weapon.

3. (NAmE ) = ↑exhibition (1)

• The new exhibit will tour a dozen US cities next year.

Word Origin :
late Middle English (in the sense ‘submit for consideration’, also ‘present a document as evidence in court’): from Latin exhibit-
‘held out’, from the verbexhibere, from ex- ‘out’ + habere ‘hold’ .

Example Bank:
• The artist is now havingher first solo exhibit in New York.
• The exhibit features unique photographs of San Francisco in the 1900s.
• The exhibit opened to the public on July 1.
• The exhibit runs through February 1.
• The library has a policy of mounting changing exhibits.
• The library is celebrating its tenth anniversary with a special exhibit.
• The museum features rotating exhibits.
• There are forty gigantic works on exhibit.
• a major exhibit of the painter's work
• a travelingexhibit of antiques
• an exhibit of video art
• an exhibit on local history
• the museum's new exhibit space
• a Matisse exhibit at the National Gallery

exhibit
I. ex hib it1 AC /ɪɡˈzɪbət, ɪɡˈzɪbɪt/ BrE AmE verb

[Word Family: noun: ↑exhibition, ↑exhibitor, ↑exhibit; verb: ↑exhibit]

[Date: 1400-1500; Language: Latin; Origin: exhibitus, past participle of exhibere 'to hold out, show', from habere 'to have, hold']
1. [intransitive and transitive] to show something in a public place so that people can go to see it SYN show:

Her paintings havebeen exhibited all over the world.
2. [transitive] formal to clearly show a particular quality, emotion, or ability SYN display

exhibit signs/symptoms /behaviouretc
a patient who is exhibiting classic symptoms of mental illness

II. exhibit 2 AC BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Word Family: noun: ↑exhibition, ↑exhibitor, ↑exhibit; verb: ↑exhibit]

1. something, for example a painting, that is put in a public place so that people can go to see it:
The exhibits date from the 17th century.

2. an object that is shown in court to provewhether someone is guilty or not:
Exhibit A is the hammer found next to the victim.

3. American English an exhibition:
a big exhibit in Milan

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ exhibition an event at which a collection of paintings, interesting objects etc are shown to the public for a period of time: All the
photographs in the exhibition are for sale. | The Great Outdoors Exhibition is a great place to find out about new outdoors activities.
▪ show an exhibition. Show is less formal than exhibition . It can be used about small events as well as big public ones: The
artist is preparing a show at the Museum of Modern Art. | He is putting on a one-man show in a local gallery. | a trade show | the
London Motor Show at Earl’s Court
▪ exhibit American English an exhibition: an exhibit of Western paintings and sculptures
▪ fair an event at which people or businesses show or sell their products, which is often not open to the public: the Frankfurt Book
Fair for publishers and the media
▪ exposition a large and important public event at which people or businesses show or sell their products: 177 galleries from
nineteen countries will take part in the Chicago International Art Exposition.
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